
VARILIGHT® Matrix Plate Kit 

Please read these instructions carefully before beginning any electrical work 

and retain them for future reference. The product should be installed in 

accordance with the current addition of the IEE Wiring regulations. If in 

doubt, consult a qualified electrician. 

1. Always switch OFF the mains supply and remove the appropriate fuse or 

switch off the appropriate circuit breaker before beginning electrical work. 

2. Insert the dimmer module(s) into the faceplate, and use the clear plastic 

round nut and nut spinner to fix the module to the faceplate. 

3. Push the dimmer knobs onto the spindles. 

4. Always use cable of the correct rating and type.  

5. The layout of the terminals may differ between fittings so check the 

location of terminal connections carefully before wiring.  

6. Make electrical connections according to the relevant diagram ensuring 

no bare wires protrude from the terminals.  

7. If the product has an earth terminal connect the fixed earth wire to it and 

then connect a short length of wire from the earth terminal on the product 

to the earth terminal on the wall box. The earth wire should be sheathed 

with green and yellow sleeving.  

8. Screw plate to wall using fixing screws supplied. 

9. Switch on the mains supply. 

WARNING: Do not apply products with metal faceplates directly to freshly 

plastered or damp surfaces as product may tarnish. If in doubt, use 

polythene as a temporary gasket to protect the product. Do not use 

masking tape on metal faceplates. 

Guarantee: If the unit becomes faulty within 10 years of purchase, you may 

return it for replacement to: Service Department, Carylls Lea, Faygate, 

Horsham, West Sussex, RH12 4SJ. This guarantee states Varilight’s entire 

liability, which does not extend to cover consequential loss or damage or 

installation costs arising from a defective product. This guarantee does not 

in any way affect the statutory rights of the purchaser and is offered so that 

you may have the benefit of our technical facilities. DOYLE & TRATT 

PRODUCTS LTD. Guarantee No. MATRIX002 

Product Description 

Max Total Plate 

Wattage LED 

Max Total Plate 

Wattage Halogen 

1-Gang Dimmer Kit (Single Plate) 400 1000 

1-Gang Dimmer Kit (Twin Plate) 600 1200 

2-Gang Dimmer Kit (Single Plate) 400 1000 

2-Gang Dimmer Kit (Twin Plate) 600 1200 

3-Gang Dimmer Kit (Twin Plate) 600 1200 

4-Gang Dimmer Kit (Twin Plate) 600 1200 
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